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Abstract
This paper focuses on the implications of organizational control on the race for
economic leadership across merchant empires. Poor organizational choices reduce incentives to invest, which in turn sti‡e technological improvements and make leading
empires lag behind new entrants. Using historical evidence on shipping technology, I
show that this may have been a factor behind the loss of leadership of the Portuguese
merchant empire in the late sixteenth century.
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Introduction

Economic progress has often been associated with technological advancement. The age of
merchant empires was perhaps the time when this relationship was more visible as decisive
developments in shipping technology dictated the success or failure of long-distance trade
I thank Bob Margo and Andy Newman for the early stage discussions, Jeremy Atack and Bill Collins
for detailed suggestions on previous drafts, and the participants of the Frontier Research in Economic and
Social History meeting in Saint Pierre d’Entremont for helpful comments.
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(Maddison 1982, Brezis et al 1993, Israel 1989, Acemoglu et al 2005). Portugal maintained
a technological edge shipping which allowed its success in the …fteenth century discoveries
and the establishment of its eastern merchant empire over the following century. By 1600
however, Portugal lost its dominance to the Netherlands who became the major shipbuilder
in Europe at the time. The factors a¤ecting technology decisions across countries become
therefore vital to understand the sequence of leaders in merchant empires.
In this paper I explore the connection between technology adoption and organizational
control in merchant empires. In Portugal and Spain, long-distance trade was directly dependent on departments of state and commercial privileges reverted mostly to the crown.
England and the Netherlands, on the other hand, had state-independent companies, which
managed long-distance trade according to the interests of private merchants. Di¤erent types
of control were associated with di¤erent business decisions, which in turn resulted in very
di¤erent enterprises (Rei 2011a).
I present a simple framework that illuminates the relationship between the type of organizational control and technological decisions. Though technological progress may be discontinuous, it results from continuous investments in research and development that allow for
technological improvements. Initially the more experienced incumbent is less likely to invest
in improvements than an entrant with no remarkable experience record since the latter has
less to lose; further technological improvements bring the advantage back to the incumbent
for whom the gain from investment is now larger. The result is continuous leapfrogging
(Brezis et al 1993). In merchant empires however, Portugal (the incumbent) was summarily
displaced by the Netherlands (the entrant), I argue, because of organizational control. If
shipping technology decisions in Portugal were subject to the whims of the monarch and did
not follow a standard business perspective, then we should be able to observe slower adoption
of better ships in higher wreckage rates, all else the same. This pattern seems to emerge
from the historical evidence gathered for the Portuguese and Dutch merchant empires.
Guided by this framework, I have gathered evidence on transportation technology to
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explain the loss of leadership of the Portuguese merchant empire. Initially, Portugal used
small and easily maneuverable ships, but the increased volume of trade gave place to large
cargo vessels in the late sixteenth century. Though carrying more merchandise, larger ships
were less sailable and therefore more likely to perish in stormy waters, as con…rmed by higher
loss rates from 1580 to 1607. In the seventeenth century, smaller and more e¢ cient Dutch
ships, ideal for long-distance cargo transportation, were used throughout Europe but not by
Portugal. Moreover, narrative evidence describes Portuguese shipwrecks of large vessels well
into the mid seventeenth century, when smaller and more navigable Dutch ships were sold
all over Europe.
The slower adoption of technological improvements, in terms of ship size and design, was
associated with the less e¢ cient organizational form, at a time when the Portuguese eastern
empire plunged together with its large ships.
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Technological context: the Sailing Ship 1400-1800

The sailing ship went through dramatic changes according to the navigation needs of each
time period. Prior to the age of discovery1 rowed galleys –oared ships combined with sails
– were commonly used in the Mediterranean to transport merchandise and crusaders. In
Northern Europe the Baltic, Hanseatic, and Scandinavian trades were conducted in singlemasted cogs, which could also be rowed for short distances. These medieval ships were
modest in size, except for the great war galleys whose construction tested the limits of
contemporary design, reaching length to beam ratios of 8:1 and 25 to 30 benches on each
side with three men per bench (Unger 1980:180).
In the …fteenth century, open sea navigation launched in the discoveries required smaller
but sturdier ships. Travelling greater distances created an incentive for a better usage of wind
power, which allowed for reduced crews with the elimination of oarsmen. The Portuguese
1

From 1415 when the Portuguese …rst ventured out of the Iberian Peninsula in Atlantic exploration
voyages, to 1522 when Magellan’s voyage ended.
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mastered the construction of the caravel: a light 2 or 3 mast ship of 18 to 60 tons and
approximately 5:1 length-to-beam ratio. This highly maneuverable vessel of lateen sails was
adequate for sailing into the wind, and was especially useful in unknown waters or wind
systems –for example, when chartering the coasts of Africa and the Americas (Elbl 1994).
The establishment of direct trade between Europe and Asia after 1498, and later the
Americas, rose the demand for larger cargo carriers. Ships grew very much in size to take
advantage of economies of scale in long-distance transportation. Mostly used by Portugal
and Spain, galleons and carracks of 3 or 4 masts with trapezoidal spritsails, reached sizes
between 600 and 1,200 tons with 3.5:1 length-to-beam ratio. These heavily decorated and
armed monster ships with multiple decks and forecastle carried more merchandise, but they
were also slower and less maneuverable (Phillips 1994).
In the seventeenth century Dutch naval construction …nally converged on the optimal size
of cargo carriers as a function of capacity, probability of loss, and waiting time in supplying
ports. The ‡uits resulted from two centuries of modi…cations and experiments with sails
and hull construction techniques. These vessels of 200 to 500 tons and 5-6:1 length-to-beam
ratio, had more e¢ cient rigging over 2 or 3 short masts with easier to handle "ga¤ sails" that
allowed for better maneuverability while reducing the crew. The long but shallow hull gave
the ‡uit a larger cargo capacity than contemporary ships of the same length and the small
bulk above the water line (no forecastle or roundhouse, and few guns) reduced the resistance
to the wind and improved sailing quality.
So successful was the ‡uit, that Holland was supplying this ship to the French India
Company, England, Hamburg and Ostend, as well as Denmark and Sweden (half of whose
‡eets was Dutch-built), and even the Spanish colonial trade (Barbour 1930:286-7). Moreover,
the ‡uit’s measures held constant for about two centuries until technical changes and greater
trade volume made larger sailing vessels feasible (Unger 1994).2
The next section provides an explanation for the technological sequence described above
2

Only in the nineteenth century did British and American iron hull clippers –reaching as much as 2,000
tons –emerge on the eve of the steam age (Graham 1956).
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in order to better understand why Portugal lagged behind the Netherlands in the leadership
of merchant empires.
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A Simple Framework of Technological Adoption

Consider a …rm in the long-distance trade market getting pro…t
technology
1

yielding

0.
1

0

from the current shipping

The …rm can choose to invest z, which results in technological improvement
>

0

with certainty, for simplicity. Investment will occur if the net bene…t is

larger than the cost
1

0

(1)

> z.

The higher the current pro…t ( 0 ) and/or the cost (z), the less the …rm is likely to invest.
The deterring e¤ect of high

0

is the Arrow replacement e¤ect: high returns to experience

in the current technology tend to slow the adoption of a new and better technology (Arrow
1962). The replacement e¤ect is stronger for a monopolist facing new entrants who start
with

0

= 0 and who invest so long as

1

> z (Aghion and Howitt 1998).

Firms operate in the same long-distance market, but their business strategies may di¤er
according to the party in control – king or merchants – who organizes business according
to its objective function.3 Each organizational form is associated with an e¢ ciency level
' 2 (0; 1], which a¤ects the returns of investment decisions so (1) becomes
'(

The more e¢ cient the organization ('

0)

1

(2)

> z.

! 1), the less distorted the original investment

decision problem in equation (1), and the more likely the technological investments. If
all …rms have access to the same technological options, i. e. if

1

0

and z are equal

across …rms, then only e¢ ciency (') matters in each …rm’s investment decision. In poor
3

In the context of the current paper, the choice of organization is therefore exogenous.
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organizational forms (low ') the return for each investment is lower, in which case, …rms
invest less but not necessarily nil.4
Suppose now that the incumbent exploring

0

exhibits an organizational form character-

ized by 'L 2 (0; 1]. The new player enters the market with an improved technology

1

and

a better organizational form 'H > 'L and 'H 2 (0; 1]. If the replacement e¤ect is large
enough the incumbent will not adopt
di¤erent technologies, with
When improvement

2

'L 0
'L +'H

1,

so the two …rms share the market while exploring

pro…ts going to the incumbent, and

'H 1
'L +'H

to the entrant.

comes along, incumbent and entrant will invest if
'L
(
'L + 'H

0)

2

'H
(
'L + 'H

2

> z and

1)

1 ),

(4)

> z,

respectively. Even though the replacement e¤ect now favors the incumbent (
2

(3)

2

0

>

for su¢ ciently low values of 'L condition (4) may hold whereas condition (3) may

not. In this case we will have the entrant investing while the incumbent sticks to the old
technology even if losing market share.
This simple framework explains therefore why Portugal, despite its less e¢ cient organizational form, was initially able to invest in improvements of the sailing ship that allowed
for a period of economic leadership. Once more e¢ cient organizations entered the market,
Portugal fell behind, as technological investments became less appealing.
The next section provides a discussion of the historical …ndings on the divergent shipping
patterns of the Portuguese and the Dutch empires in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth
centuries. In a time when technological innovations were available throughout Europe the
delayed adoption by the Portuguese may indicate yet another impact of organization on
economic performance.
4

For an example in monitoring, see Rei 2011b.
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Shipping Decisions in Merchant Empires

A successful round-trip voyage to the East depended not only on the knowledge of wind
and current systems of the Atlantic and Indian oceans, but also on the ship herself. Even
in the absence of pirates in the high seas, these were dangerous ventures: storms, disease,
and accidents played a role not only on the survival of the crew, but also on the success of
the venture. Assuming that pirates, bad weather, disease and other accidents a¤ected all
voyages equally along the Cape route, then the success of the venture depended crucially on
the type of ship used in the voyage. The aim of this section is to evaluate the Portuguese
and Dutch shipping decisions in the light of the organization argument presented above.

4.1

The Portuguese case

In 1498 Vasco Da Gama completed the …rst round-trip to India, setting o¤ direct trade
between Europe and the East via the Cape Route with the goal of undercutting the high
prices of spices arriving in Europe via the Levant. The feat came after a century of maritime
voyages, in which the Portuguese explored the West African coast, adding to the geographical
and sailing knowledge of the time. Unknown ports in uncharted coasts needed small and
swift vessels, handy to maneuver under sudden and unexpected weather changes or enemy
attacks. However, the stormy waters of the South Atlantic required sturdy ships to brave
the sea currents.5
As the Portuguese became more experienced in the Cape Route and as new trade agreements with local Indian sovereigns were secured, the small ships were replaced by larger
naus (or carracks) and galleons. The nau was a large merchant ship, broad at the beam
and lightly gunned, whereas the galleon was primarily a war vessel, lighter and with heavier
guns.6 However, the empire was not far advanced before galleons were frequently pressed to
5

Before naming the Cape of Good Hope in 1487, when it was rounded successfully for the …rst time,
the Portuguese called it Cabo das Tormentas –which translates into Cape of Torments –due to the severe
hardships endured in several failed attempts to cross such stormy waters.
6
For a detailed discussion of the di¤erences between naus and galleons see Boxer 1968 (pp: 12-15).
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service as cargo ships (Du¤y 1955:50).
The …rst attempts to introduce ships larger than 500 tons in the Cape Route dates from
the 1520s. By the 1550s, large galleons of 900-1,000 tons started being used, but these
were not the most common vessels. From 1551 to 1570 there was a steady increase in ship
size, with a smaller number of units bringing to Lisbon more spices than ever before. Such
large vessels – usually overcrowded and overloaded7 – proved less seaworthy than ships of
smaller tonnage. Accordingly, in 1570 the monarch passed a law requiring all naus to be
sent on the Cape Route to be between 300 and 450 tons. Under Spanish rule (1580-1640)
however, the 1570 law was relaxed and it became practice every year to build two or three
naus over 1,000 tons each (Boxer 1968:13). In 1588 upon royal initiative, Lisbon witnessed
the construction of large galleons of 700-900 tons.8 The royal involvement on Eastern trade
as the main merchant and armor led to a clear specialization of the Lisbon yards (relative
to other Portuguese shipyards) in the construction of large vessels, and depending directly
on the administration of the Guinea and India warehouses in Lisbon (Costa 1997).
The frequent mixing of roles of the monarch as owner, shipman, or merchant, made
construction for sale or rent the exception to the rule: vessels were generally pre-ordered for
speci…c voyages (Costa 1997). In a context of expanding empire, Lisbon’s shipbuilding was
a fast growing industry in which the demand for ships far exceeded supply. The conditions
of haste in which shipwrights worked, as well as the owner’s cargo speci…cations, allowed for
little change in ship design. As the English, French and Dutch introduced changes which
improved stability and seaworthiness, Portugal kept building larger and less maneuverable
vessels (Du¤y 1955:51).
7

As the king’s pepper took up most of the storage space, all else was stored in every possible corner,
"sometimes hanging outside the hull suported by ropes" (Castro 2005:18). Also, contributing to the overloading of ships were the caixas de liberdade –liberty chests –seamen were tolerated to bring as the crown
frequently defaulted on the payment of salaries. The narratives of shipwrecks are abundant in the descriptions of storms and how the crew was compelled to throw some cargo at sea in order to stabilize the large
ships (Brito 1959).
8
The timing coincides with the venture of the Spanish Armada, in which the Spanish –and at the time,
also Portuguese –king was heavily involved. It is therefore not surprising that the crown intervened in the
construction of large war ships.
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Naus for the India trade were also built in the East at Goa, Daman and Cochin, where
there was access to better wood, which increased the lifespan of the vessels. Though more
seaworthy, these were even larger vessels than the ones produced at home, such as the
Cochin-built Santa Cruz of 1,600 tons, which sailed to Lisbon in 1589 after serving in the
Japan trade (Boxer 1968:15).
The size of these ships caused, at least initially, great impression. In the literature they
are often mentioned as the "largest ships a‡oat then," as well as distinctive features of
Portuguese naval architecture, which, as no other nation, built such "mountains of wood"
(Boxer 1968:14). Later on, however, the disparity of ship sizes across nations became very
apparent. At a particular naval engagement the English, with extremely fast ships, are said
to have looked at the Portuguese naus with contempt "instead of fearing them because of
their great size" (Faria e Sousa 1945:195).
The deliberate increase in vessel size proved disastrous for safety with an alarming rise
in the shipwreck rate. Such was the state of a¤airs that in 1622-35, a group of experienced
Portuguese o¢ cers tried to persuade the crown to bring back the 1570 tonnage law, but it
met only partial success. Galleons which previously rarely surpassed 600 tons would now be
built up to 1,200 such as the Santa Tereza destroyed in a battle against the Dutch in 1639
(Boxer 1968:13).
Falcão (1859) presents a detailed list of all ships that sailed out of Lisbon to the East
from 1497 to 1612, as well as whether the ships returned to Lisbon or were lost at sea. Table
1 summarizes this information in two periods 1497-1579 and 1580-1612, after the take over
of the Portuguese Crown by the Spanish king.
Table 1: Ships on the Cape Route 1497-1612
Sent
Returned
Aborted voyage
Lost
Taken by enemies
Burned
Stayed in the East

1497-1579
#
%
620
100.0
325
52.4
6
1.0
31
5.0
0
0.0
2
.3
256
41.3

1580-1612
#
%
186
100.0
100
53.7
14
7.5
35
18.8
4
2.2
4
2.2
29
15.6

Source: Falcão (1859) lists the absolute numbers.
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1497-1612
#
%
806
100.0
425
52.7
20
2.5
66
8.2
4
.5
6
.7
285
35.4

Out of 806 ships sent to the East over the complete period, 425 returned safely, a return
rate of 52.7%. Of the ships that did not return to Lisbon after completing the round trip
voyage, 35.4% stayed in the East for defense purposes. Summing the two rates, we get 88.1%
of success voyages. Out of the 11.9% ships that ended in failed voyages, 2.5% returned after
aborting the voyage, 8.2% were lost in shipwreck, 0.5% were taken by enemies, and 0.7%
were voluntarily burned.
The return rate did not change much from the …rst period to the second, but all other
components su¤ered signi…cant variations. Understandably, the percentage of ships that
stayed in the East got reduced from 1580 to 1612: the already well established empire
needed just a few ships to remain in the East in order to replace the existent ones. The
rise in the percentage of ships taken by enemies also makes sense: Portugal certainly faced
rivals in the seas before 1580, but afterwards Portugal "adopted" a whole new set of enemies
that opposed Spain – notably the English and the Dutch – who then took control of the
Portuguese empire in the East.
The most striking rise in the percentage of failed voyages is that of shipwrecks: before 1580
one in every twenty ships was lost, whereas after 1580 one in every …ve su¤ered that same
fate. Assuming Portuguese navigation malpractices –delayed departures, ship overcrowding
and overloading –remained unchanged throughout the period, then the increase in ship size
seems to be the only other factor capable of raising the loss rate.
Guinote, Frutuoso and Lopes (1998), provide a detailed study on the losses on the Cape
Route from 1497 to 1650. Table 2 summarizes the causes of such losses by period.
Table 2: Cape Route’s Losses by Cause 1497-1650
1497-1550

Poor
navigation
16
20%

15%

3,1%

0,6%

2,5%

6,3%

52,5%

1551-1600

10

6,5

9,5

11,5

5,5

4

18

15,4%

10%

14,6%

17,7%

8,5%

6,1%

27,7%

9

9,5

10

0

15,5

6

24

12,2%

12,8%

13,5%

0%

21%

8,1%

32,4%

35

28

22

12

23

15

84

16%

12,8%

10%

5,5%

10,5%

6,8%

38,4%

1601-1650
1497-1650

12

Ship
decay
2,5

Storm

Overload Attack

Fire

Unknown

TOTAL

0,5

2

5

42

80
65
74
219

Source: Guinote, Frutuoso and Lopes (1998:116)

According to the authors, it is not surprising that the overall dominant cause of loss
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remains unknown: the nature of the phenomenon has in fact to do, in many cases, with the
complete disappearance of ships without survivors. Throughout the 1497-1650 period, poor
navigation was the chief of the known causes with 16%. Breaking the analysis by periods,
however, we see an increase in the percentage of losses by ship decay and overload, which
together account for 32,3% of the losses from 1551 to 1600, the period corresponding to the
usage of larger ships.
Increased size in the second period, may also have increased the vulnerability of the
vessels under storm, however we observe a decrease in these losses from 15 to 10%. It can
be argued that the period of 1497-1550 was one of learning about the navigation on the
Cape Route and therefore the probability of braving a storm would be lower. On the other
hand, ship size may also have increased the di¢ culties of swift maneuvering under enemy
attack, and there was an increase in losses due to attacks in the overall period. This increase
however, cannot be solely attributed to ship size, as the Portuguese vessels were subject
to more attacks from 1580 to 1640 when Portugal lost its independence to Spain. Though
exhaustive on the loss causes, the Guinote et al study does not associate tonnage with each
lost vessel, which signi…cantly hampers the analysis.
Table 3: Shipwrecks in the Cape Route 1552-1686
Name

Date

Size/type

Trip

Attacked

Overloaded

Passengers

São João(c) (d) (e)
São Bento(b) (d) (e)
Garça(a) (d)
Aguia(a) (d) (e)
São Paulo(a) (d) (e)
Santiago(c) (d) (e)
São Thomé(a) (d) (e)
Santo Alberto(a) (d) (e)
Nossa Senhora dos Mártires(c) (e)
Santo Espiritu(c) (e)
Nossa Senhora da Luz(c) (e)
São João Baptista(a) (d) (e)
São Gonçalo(b) (c) (e)
Santa Catarina de Ribamar(c) (e)
Santa Maria da Madre de Deus(c)
Santissimo Sacramento(c) (d)
Nossa Senhora da Atalaia(c) (d) (e)
Nossa Senhora dos Milagros(b)

1552
1554
1559
1559
1561
1585
1589
1593
1606
1609
1615
1622
1630
1636
1643
1647
1647
1686

900
900
1,000
carrack
carrack
900
carrack
carrack
600
?
?
carrack
large
?
?
large
18 guns
30 guns

inbound
inbound
inbound
inbound
outbound
outbound
inbound
inbound
inbound
inbound
inbound
inbound
inbound
inbound
inbound
inbound
inbound
inbound

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no
?
no
no
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
?
yes
?
?
?
yes
yes
?
?
?
?
yes

25 of >600
20 survived
all safe
1037 safe
330 of 400
few survived
200 survived
few losses
>200 died
?
200 died
28 of ???
130 of >500
few survived
?
very few
very few
32 of >200

Sources:

(a)

Brito (1959, 1968),

(b)

Burman (1967, 1968),

(c)

Castro (2005),

(d)

Duffy (1955),

(e)

Guinote Frutuoso and Lopes (1998).

I now turn to the narratives of Portuguese shipwrecks in the Cape Route available in a
few sources, notably Brito’s Tragic History of the Sea, …rst published in 1735-6. Some of
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these wrecks have been the object of study of naval archeologists, interested in determining
the characteristics of the Portuguese ships sent to the East. Table 3 summarizes what is
known about these shipwrecks.
Out of eighteen wrecks reported in Table 3, only …ve are referred by tonnage, four being
above 900 tons. Of the thirteen remaining vessels there are …ve carracks (Águia, São Paulo,
São Thomé, Santo Alberto, and São João Baptista), two (São Gonçalo, and Santissimo
Sacramento) are referred to be large vessels, and one (Nossa Senhora dos Milagros) to have
30 gun cannons on board. These eight vessels seem therefore to be comparable to those
whose large tonnage is explicitly mentioned. Finally, there is a ship (Nossa Senhora da
Atalaia) of 18 guns, which could possibly be of medium size.
There are four ships (Santo Espiritu, Nossa Senhora da Luz, Santa Catarina de Ribamar,
and Santa Maria da Madre de Deus) for which the narratives are imprecise with respect to
the size of the vessel. In total, twelve out of eighteen wrecks occurred in large vessels, which
seem to have been in use even later in the period. This tendency indicates a delayed adoption
of better and smaller ships by the Portuguese.

4.2

The Dutch Case

As a country whose land was partially conquered to the sea, it is not surprising that the
Netherlands have a long tradition of shipbuilding in both vessels suited for rivers and canals,
and also seagoing vessels. Through the fourteenth century, ship construction proliferated
on Dutch shores and river estuaries, but by the …fteenth century construction of new ships
concentrated in towns, where it was easier to gather the necessary investment capital (Unger
1978:2). Ad hoc construction continued to exist mainly for personal use, whereas towns
specialized in the construction of vessels for sale.
The Dutch experience in the transportation of bulk goods around Europe certainly facilitated the development of the shipping industry. Until 1585, when it fell to Spain, Antwerp
remained the distribution center of foreign goods –including the Far Eastern spices brought
12

by the Portuguese – in Northern Europe, but the ships carrying merchandise were Dutch.
From the end of the …fteenth century, the Dutch were shipping salt from Portugal, Spain
and France to the Baltic, as well as French wine (Israel 1989).
After 1550, a series of new technically superior designs for cargo carriers emerged in Dutch
ports leading to "impressive gains in output and lower shipping costs" (Unger 1978:35). The
buyscarveel, the boyer, the vlieboot, and …nally the ‡uit each picked on previous designs and
adapted to the speci…c required jobs at hand.
The ‡uit’s hull design with a low center of gravity gave it more stability under bad
weather, and the use of pine instead of oak (except in the hull) made it an exceptional light
vessel of large cargo capacity (Unger 1978).The reduced armament (in some safer routes –
e.g. the Baltic – ‡uits would carry no guns at all) made her a specialized cargo ship that
could, however, sail in dangerous waters if escorted by warships in convoys.
The pinnance was the typical Dutch war vessel, based on the design of the ‡uit, but
heavily built (no pine) and armed. The square, instead of rounded stern, added the necessary speed of a war vessel at the expense of cargo space. The combination of ‡uits and
pinnances divided cargo and war purposes very clearly: warships became the responsibility
of governments as opposed to merchants (Unger 1978). The case of the Dutch East India
Company (VOC) is however di¤erent, since the company had its own government and army
in the East, therefore they built both war and cargo vessels.
As a result of the Dutch specialization in naval construction, shipbuilding in Holland
was cheaper than in England by a third or a half. The Amsterdam shipping industry was
so developed that it was, in fact, independent from Dutch merchant interests, and people
with no seafaring or trading experience would invest their savings in shipping shares (Barbour 1930:275-8). The pervasiveness of Dutch ships all over Europe, is consistent with the
conclusion that these technologically advanced ships were generally available to all countries
and not just the Netherlands. Though Dutch shipbuilding is di¢ cult to estimate, exports
probably never equalled domestic consumption and production for foreign buyers may have
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been as much as 50% of total output (Unger 1978:11).
Founded in 1602, the VOC partly purchased ships in private shipyards and partly built its
own. Once the shipyards became well established around the mid-seventeenth century, own
shipbuilding was continuous. Yet, capacity must have been insu¢ cient as outside purchases
(especially ‡uits) continued throughout the century.
The company’s ‡eet was composed by a variety of square stern and round-backed ships.
Among the …rst, the East Indiamen were the most common. Though armed with guns,
these ships had greater hulls than warships, which in turn were more heavily armed. East
Indiamen not only had greater cargo capacity, but were also able to carry passengers. On the
round-backed ships category, the smaller ‡uits played a permanent role in the company’s ‡eet
together with the larger Indiamen. Regarded as a cheap ship to build, man and maintain,
the ‡uit was sometimes preferred to the East Indiaman. Until 1630, most ‡uits were still
purchased from private shipbuilders, but in the long run the Company built its own.
Table 4: Ships Built in VOC Shipyards
500-800t
68

800-1,000t
14

>1,000t
14

66%

24%

5%

5%

1650-99

230

131

29

39

54%

31%

6%

9%

1600-99

412

199

42

53

58%

28%

6%

8%

1600-49

<500t
182

TOTAL
278
428
706

Source: Bruijn, Gaastra, Schöffer (1987:52).

Table 4 shows the sizes of the ships built in the Company’s shipyards in the seventeenth
century. Though the share of large ships of 800 tons or more rises from the …rst (10%) to
the second half of the seventeenth century (14%), the overwhelming majority of vessels built
in the company’s yards have smaller tonnage – 86% throughout the period. This value is
likely to be understated, given the purchase of ships to private shipyards, mostly ‡uits and
other smaller vessels. Given the approximate composition of the ‡eet we now turn to Table
5 to get an idea of the losses of in VOC voyages throughout the century.
The percentage of losses due to wreckage or capture rises from the …rst to the second half
of the century for both out- and inbound voyages, however, the increase is rather small (0.5%
in outbound voyages, and 1% inbound). Overall losses throughout the period vary between
14

3 and 4.2%, a much lower number than that veri…ed for Portuguese ships (results in Table
1 – 8.2% in the period 1497-1612, 5% in 1497-1580, and 18.8% in 1580-1612). Handling a
larger volume of trade, the Dutch conducted more voyages with a much lower loss rate.
Table 5: Losses of Ships in the VOC voyages
1600-49
1650-99
1600-99

Wrecked
outbound inbound
18
11
23
23
41
34

Captured
outbound inbound
2
2
12
7
14
9

% Total Voyages
outbound inbound
2.7%
3.5%
3.2%
4.5%
3.0%
4.2%

Source: Bruijn, Gaastra, Schöffer (1987:75, 91).
Notes: 715 (368) outbound (inbound) voyages from until 1649 and 1,107 (662) after.

Granted the Portuguese had a period of adaptation and learning to the Cape route that
may have increased the loss rate, but so did the Dutch: ships could be seen (and copied) in
ports throughout Europe, but navigation knowledge was treated with most secrecy, which
could be e¤ective up to a certain extent. Moreover, the Dutch specialized in a slightly
di¤erent route in the Indian Ocean, given the VOC headquarters were located in Batavia
(now Jakarta) and therefore the Dutch also faced some learning process of their own.9 The
smaller loss rates of the Dutch relative to the Portuguese seem therefore associated with
vessel seaworthiness and not so much with the learning cost associated with the sea routes.

5

Conclusion

Organization has profound implications in the governance of …rms. I provide a simple framework that links technological decisions and organizational form and shows that less e¢ cient
organizations are associated with reduced incentives to invest in technological research and
development.
I use this framework in the context of merchant empires in order to understand Portugal’s loss of leadership to the Netherlands in the late sixteenth century. I investigate the
implications of the framework with respect to technological investments in the workhorses
of the empire –the sailing ships.
9

Please refer to Figures 1 and 2 in the appendix for the sea routes to the East used by the Portuguese
and the Dutch respectively.
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Portuguese ships grew in size in the second half of the sixteenth century. Larger vessels
were able to accommodate the increased volume of trade, but these ships were less maneuverable and therefore less seaworthy as they were more likely to perish in the event of storms
or attacks. As a result of the Portuguese large ship policy, shipwrecks increased and losses of
men and cargo soared. By the end of sixteenth century, shortly before they entered Eastern
trade, the Dutch specialized in the construction of smaller but more seaworthy vessels that,
were used not only in the Dutch empire, but also by the remaining European merchant
empires of England, France, Denmark, and Sweden. The delayed adoption of more e¢ cient
ships by the Portuguese may, therefore, have been a factor behind the loss of leadership of
the Portuguese merchant empire in the late sixteenth century.
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Appendix

Figure 1: Portuguese India Route –Inbound and Outbound

Source: Castro (2005:19)
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Figure 2: VOC Route to Batavia and Ceylon

Source: Bruijn, Gaastra, Schö¤er (1987:65).
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